Scheda Dettagliata
Riferimento EURES Germania - rif. BB-663-HOGA
Mansione

cook/ a chef (m/f/d) - EURES Germania rif. BB-663-HOGA
ZAV-IPS Berlin Brandenburg
Not far from the historic old town of Köpenick, picturesquely situated on the banks of the
Dahme, lies our special place. Our unique ensemble of guest rooms and sandy beach will
ensure unforgettable moments.
Enjoy the sunset in our restaurant "Crocodile" or test our cuisine by candlelight. For early
risers we also recommend our brunch on Sundays and holidays.
The unique atmosphere of our house makes you forget the everyday life. It’s for good
reasons we are one of the most sought-after wedding locations in Berlin.
The surrounding area invites you to various activities. Dahme and Spree in front of the
door, lakes and forests are just a stone's throw away.
For friends of the Berlin nightlife a direct bus connection to Mitte/ Kreuzberg is within
walking distance. The connection exists day and night.
To support our team we are looking for
a cook/ a chef (m/f/d)
for permanent employment.
You should have at least three years of professional experience in the kitchen, prefer- ably
with a completed apprenticeship. Communication in the kitchen in German (min B1) should
also be possible. Our opening hours also require weekend work (40 hours per week).
Besides a salary of 2.100€ gross per month we offer a cheap room for the first time and
then help you to find an apartment.
For applicants from abroad: The ZAV-International Placement Service supports your
jobseeking in Germany.
We are a department of the German Federal Employment Agency. Our services are free of
charge. Citizens of EU Member states may have the possibility to receive financial support
(for example travel expenses, language course).
For further information or assistance, please contact us: ZAV- IPS-BerlinBrandenburg@arbeitsagentur.de and cc: eures@afolmet.it
Please quote the following number, when contacting us: BB- 663-HOGA
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